
  
Essay 

Effects of T.V. 
  

T.V. can be good in some small siting one or two hour a week. But people who watch T.V. tend to spend 
way more than two show at a sitting. Beneficial T.V. can’t be classified, becouse it veary from person to 
person. Meaning the tube wacher get out what he or she wont to learn depending on what is showing. 

  
T.V. is only beneficial to someone who knows what they are about to see. Not some one who is flipping 
three chanals trieing to find something good to wach. Neg effect on T.V. wacher. T.V. can effect person 
in meany way’s—Like the way they act, may be wanting to be thier own A team. or the way they feel 
about life after waching a war story (good or bad) or the way they think about doing something. 

  
I don’t wach more than one or two hour a week because of lack of good show. Channal 9 or 13 is all 
most all I wach. There real life show not make believe and can’t effect in a false way. 
  

  
Commentary 

This writer addresses the subject and makes two points: (1) Whether TV is beneficial or not depends on 
the viewer, and (2) TV can have a negative effect. But the level of mastery is quite low. The main idea is 
not clear. The writer buries his second point in the middle of the second paragraph (“Neg effect on T.V. 
wacher”) and, even then, does not support it logically or in adequate detail. He fails to pursue the point 
with evidence of TV’s negative effect.  Rather, he mentions both positive and negative effects. The writer 
fails to develop his ideas with specific examples.  He refers to his personal experience in the last 
paragraph but only to say that he does not watch television “more than one or two hour a week.”  There 
are technical errors in every sentence. The last sentence must be read two or three times before its 
meaning is clear: “There real life show not make believe and can’t effect in a false way.” 
 


